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Abstract
Synthesizing novel views of dynamic humans from stationary monocular cameras
is a popular scenario. This is particularly attractive as it does not require static
scenes, controlled environments, or specialized hardware. In contrast to techniques
that exploit multi-view observations to constrain the modeling, given a single fixed
viewpoint only, the problem of modeling the dynamic scene is significantly more
under-constrained and ill-posed. In this paper, we introduce Neural Motion Con-
sensus Flow (MoCo-Flow), a representation that models the dynamic scene using a
4D continuous time-variant function. The proposed representation is learned by an
optimization which models a dynamic scene that minimizes the error of rendering
all observation images. At the heart of our work lies a novel optimization formu-
lation, which is constrained by a motion consensus regularization on the motion
flow. We extensively evaluate MoCo-Flow on several datasets that contain human
motions of varying complexity, and compare, both qualitatively and quantitatively,
to several baseline methods and variants of our methods. Pretrained model, code,
and data will be released for research purposes upon paper acceptance.
1 Introduction
In this work, we address the challenging problem of synthesizing novel views of dynamic humans
from stationary monocular cameras. View synthesis has been a long-standing problem in both
computer vision and computer graphics. Neural Radiance Field (NeRF) [32] has revolutionized
novel view synthesis of static structures by directly optimizing parameters of a continuous 5D scene
representation to minimize the error of rendering multiple captured images. Subsequently, there has
been a surge of followups extending it to deal with dynamic scenes [37, 23, 40, 57, 22, 10, 38, 52, 8].
These dynamic NeRFs have shown impressive performance in view synthesis but require different
setups to capture the dynamics. The most natural extension is to still use a multi-view camera
setting [38, 22] to acquire sufficient observation of the dynamic scene from multiple viewpoints.
While the multi-view setup significantly constrains modeling of the dynamics, the capture process
relies on controlled environments and specialized hardware to acquire and synchronize the different
recordings. Another line of extensions exploit a single free-viewpoint camera to capture dynamic
scenes from varying viewpoints [37, 23, 40, 57, 52, 8]. While these methods bypass the need for
expensive equipment, they still require the capture device to be suitably moved around to allow
capturing dynamic scenes.
In this paper, we present a dynamic NeRF technique for synthesizing novel views of dynamic humans
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Figure 1: (Left) Multi-view cameras setup for full observation of the dynamic scene; (middle) single
free-viewpoint camera setup that captures the dynamics from varying viewpoints; (right/ours) station-
ary monocular camera which observes the dynamic scene from one single fixed viewpoint only.
cameras is typically under-constrained, as shown in [37, 23, 40, 57, 52, 8]. Moreover, our setting is
even more challenging. Unlike the multiple viewpoints setting, in our stationary monocular camera
setting, we only observe the dynamic scene from a single fixed viewpoint. Hence, the extrinsic
camera parameters cannot be obtained from SfM to constrain the dynamic scene modeling from
multiple viewpoints as in aforementioned works (Figure 1 illustrates different capture setups). On the
other hand, a technique for stationary monocular cameras has a significant scope and applicable to a
wide range of everyday captures. Synthesize novel views from stationary videos would offer creating
strong immersive experience for existing videos, and could be embraced in the future by millions of
common video content producers. Furthermore, stationary videos are easy to capture and require no
special assistance, environment or hardware.
In general, to model a dynamic scene for view synthesis, it can be decomposed into a shared canonical
static scene for representing the appearance and the geometry of the subjects, and a motion flow that
model the dynamics between the canonical space and the observation space at each frame. Both
representations can be approximated by Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) networks and optimized to
re-produce the observed frames via differentiable volume rendering. However, a naive approach
cannot deal with this overly ambiguous single fix-viewpoint setting, and the network update is prone
to an erroneous overfit, as multiple solutions comprised of meaningless canonical representation and
motion flows can be combined together to reproduce the observation.
Hence, the key to solving the above formulation is to harness this challenging optimization, throughout
the whole optimization process. This results in human bodies and their dynamics that follow faithfully
the human perception of the video. We devise a carefully designed and yet easy-to-implement
optimization scheme, which disambiguates local minima early at the initialization phase, and imposes
a crucial regularization on the motion flow update to reach a high degree of consensus across the
observations, denoted as Motion Consensus Flow (MoCo-Flow in short), consequently preventing
the optimization from deviating too much from the initialization and landing on bad local minima. It
is worth noting that the regularization imposed in MoCo-Flow is general and does not assume any
dynamic characteristics on the moving subjects.
We demonstrate our method on several publicly available datasets, namely AIST [53], People-
Snapshot [1], and ZJU-MoCap [38], where we have access to human performance videos filmed
by stationary monocular cameras, to show the effectiveness of our method on synthesizing novel
views with high visual quality and motion dynamics. We extensively evaluate and compare our
method against existing methods, both qualitatively and quantitatively, showing that our method can
exhibit state-of-the-art novel view synthesis of dynamic humans from stationary monocular cameras.
The comparisons demonstrate that directly applying existing methods that are not dedicated for our
stationary monocular setting would simply lead to failure. We also conduct ablation experiments to
compare our method against several variants to understand the importance of these key designs.
2 Related Work
Human bodies have gained much attention in both computer graphics and computer vision, and there
is vast literature of human body performance capture. We first review briefly the works on capturing
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human performance. Our work is built upon the success of the Neural Radiance Field technique, so
we shall also briefly cover recent developments related to NeRF for novel view synthesis.
Human performance capture. Decades of research has been devoted to faithfully capture humans
performance. Most of them follow a model-and-render procedure for producing novel view imagery.
These methods typically exploit multi-view systems [6, 12, 36, 3, 20, 47], depth cameras or fusion of
depth sensors [15, 35, 62, 4, 21, 44, 58, 7, 49, 34] to reconstruct geometry, static or motion-factored,
by aggregating observation gained from various viewpoints. Various approaches [30, 56, 27, 38]
have also incorporated emerging neural rendering techniques for compensating the visual loss in the
reconstruction.
In the sparse views case, which is more unconstrained and ambiguous, model based methods utilize
the prior knowledge of parametric template models to help significantly constrain the solution space
for the unobserved body parts. The final geometry is obtained by deforming parametric coarse
templates or pre-scanned accurate shapes to fit the captured images [1, 2, 5, 11, 48, 39, 13]. Another
line of works [29, 17, 16, 18, 33, 42, 43, 61] learn human body priors by training networks on a large
collection of images data, enabling the inference of complete human models from single images or
monocular videos. It remains, however, very difficult for these learning-based methods to produce
plausible results for out-of-distribution human samples. In general, while seeking to explicitly model
the geometry and texture of the subjects, these current state-of-the-art methods have difficulty in
producing realistic view synthesis by rendering from the explicitly reconstructed 3D models.
Neural representations for view synthesis. Neural representation has been one of the key infras-
tructures to the neural rendering technique that is able to render photo-realistic imagery. Generative
Query Network (GQN) [9, 19], the pioneering work in this direction, perceives the underlying 3D
scene from a set of input images based on a neural representation and generation network. With
an implicit notion of 3D, GQN can synthesize arbitrary views with correct occlusion. Following
that, a variety of methods [27, 46, 45] emerged that include a more explicit representation of the
3D, exploiting components of the graphics pipeline. We strongly recommend [51] for a thorough
summary of this emerging field. Lately, the Neural Radiance Field (NeRF) [32] technique has
revolutionized novel view synthesis of static structures by training an MLP-based radiance and
opacity field. Through a differentiable volume rendering technique, NeRF achieved unprecedented
success in producing photo-realistic novel view imagery. An explosion of NeRF techniques oc-
curred in the research community since then that improves the NeRF in various aspects of the
problem [26, 25, 41, 59, 55, 31, 54, 24, 28]. Nevertheless, all these achievements were made on static
structures, it remains challenging to extend the static NeRF to deal with dynamic scenes.
Dynamic NeRFs. Lately, there has been a surge of developments related to NeRF extending to deal
with dynamic scenes. These dynamic NeRFs have shown impressive performance in view synthesis
with different setups to capture the dynamics. The most natural extension is to still use the multi-view
camera setting [38, 22] to acquire sufficient observation of the dynamic scene. The multi-camera
setup helps constrain the modeling of the dynamics significantly. However, these extensions require
to have controlled environments and specialized hardware to acquire full observation on the dynamic
scene, implying a difficulty in popularizing applications.
Another effort is to relax the need of heavy setups, by exploiting a single free-viewpoint camera
to capture dynamic scenes from varying viewpoints [37, 23, 40, 57, 52, 8]. Although the extrinsic
camera parameters obtained from SfM can help constrain the modeling to some extent, the key in
this monocular camera setting is to deal with the ambiguity of the geometry, texture, and motion of
the subjects due to occlusion. Nerfies [37] proposes an as-rigid-as-possible (ARAP) regularization of
the deformation, which assumes elastic deformation behavior of the subjects. In addition, this ARAP
regularization has extremely high computational complexity. Analogically, NR-NeRF [52] proposes
regularizers on the estimated deformations which constrain the problem by encouraging small volume
preserving deformations. NSFF [23] leverages external supervision such as rough monocular depth
estimation and flow-estimation, which unfortunately are not further jointly optimized during the
optimization, to resolve ambiguities. Surprisingly, although D-NeRF [40] also uses the single free-
viewpoint setting, the spirally flying camera in their setup covers the entire dynamic scene and the
observation turns out to gain sufficient information. Although these methods bypass the need for
expensive equipment, they require the capture device to be empowered with certain mobility to
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Figure 2: MoCo-Flow. The dynamic scene is represented by a shared canonical NeRF and motion
flows. We trace rays in the observation space ti and transform the samples x along the ray to 3D
samples x′ in the canonical space via the neural backward motion flow Mbw : (x, ti) → x′. We
evaluate the color and density of x at ti through the canonical NeRF with a condition appearance
code li: F(x′, li) → (c, σ). The networks are initialized with rough human mesh estimation and
then optimized to minimize the error Lphoto of rendering captured images. An auxiliary neural
forward motion network (Mfw) is introduced to constrain the optimization with motion consensus
regularization Lmoco (see the loop formed by the blue arrows).
specialized for human faces. They also do not optimize to obtain face dynamics but purely rely on
the high precision of the face tracking method to capture the dynamics.
3 Method
The input to our method is a human performance video I = {Ii} captured by a stationary monocular
camera, where i ∈ {0, ...,m − 1} for m number of observations. We assume a static background
image captured without the human performer, if possible. Otherwise, we simply set the background to
white via foreground detection [14]. To represent dynamic scenes, we decompose the dynamic scene
that contains the moving subject into a shared canonical space represented as a neural radiance field
(NeRF) and a motion flow that models, for each time step, per-coordinate correspondences between
the canonical space and the observation space (Sec. 3). Both representations are simultaneously
optimized to model a dynamic scene that minimizes the error of reproducing all observation images
through differentiable volume rendering. Without the loss of generality, we set canonical space to be
the scene at the first frame.
There are two key features in our work for addressing this overly ambiguous and under-constrained
optimization problem. First, we utilize domain-specific data priors for building up a canonical
NeRF and a neural motion flow that serves as good initial values to our optimization (Sec. 3.2.1).
This still leaves a significant search space with too many irrelevant local minima. Second, while
constraining the solution to remain close to the initial guess, we also introduce a novel motion
consensus regularization. This regularization does not limit the dynamic characteristics of the moving
subjects, is computationally efficient, and effectively encourages the motion to reach a high degree of
consensus among all observation spaces (Sec. 3.2.2).
3.1 Neural Dynamic Scenes
Canonical neural radiance field. The neural radiance field, which is approximated using an MLP
network F, is a continuous scene representation that maps a 3D coordinate x = (x, y, z) and
viewing direction d to an emitted color c = (r, g, b) and volume density σ. The original NeRF
was introduced for synthesizing novel views of a static scene from multi-view images, where the
color prediction c is additionally conditioned on viewing directions. While only having one constant
viewing direction, conditioning the color on viewing directions does not hold true in our stationary
monocular camera setting, this condition is thus removed from our model. Last, similar to [31], to
modulate the appearance variation across all observation images, we condition the color prediction
on an optimizable appearance latent code li associated to each image Ii: F : (x, li)→ (c, σ).
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Neural motion consensus flow. To represent moving subjects in the dynamic scene, we introduce
another MLP-parameterized network Mbw to model the motion between the canonical space and the
observation space at each time step. Formally, given a 3D coordinate x at time ti, Mbw is optimized
to transform x back to a 3D coordinate x′ in the canonical space: Mbw : (x, ti)→ x′, where we can
evaluate the color and density of x at time ti with the canonical NeRF. In addition, to enforce the
motion consensus over time for penalizing the deviation of the optimization as aforementioned, we
introduce an auxiliary motion flow network Mfw that inversely transforms a 3D coordinate x′ in the
canonical space to a 3D coordinate x in each observation space: Mfw : (x′, ti)→ x.
Since directly passing raw coordinates to MLP networks would fail to learn high-frequency functions
in low-dimensional problem domains [32], we lift the input 3D coordinates x and the time step t to
higher dimension spaces for both the canonical NeRF and the neural motion flow networks. The
lifting is performed using the positional encoding function γ(x) and γ(t) as proposed in [32].
Volume rendering. With the backward neural motion flow, we can simply evaluate the radiance
field at each time step as: F(Mbw(x, ti), li)→ (c, σ), for volume rendering the observation space,
thus accounting for the inferred dynamics. The volume rendering equation as in [32] is employed to
render images from the radiance field of each observation space. Recall that we assume to have a
decoupled static background image (i.e., without the human body). When rendering, the last sample
on the ray is assigned with the color of the pixel corresponding to the ray on the background image.
This encourages the networks to predict high density values only for 3D coordinates of moving
subjects so as to reproduce a clean background though the differentiable volume rendering.
3.2 Optimization
3.2.1 Initialization
Figure 3: A VIBE
based reconstruc-




We use VIBE [17] to estimate a SMPL [29] mesh sequence from the video,
with which we can sample points on the body in observation spaces and obtain
their corresponding samples in the canonical space, and vice versa. However,
although VIBE has superior generalizability, it assumes an orthogonal camera
projection during training over a large collection of images, which implies
it cannot estimate the 3D mesh location in addition to the shape and pose
parameters of the SMPL model. Hence, to obtain the locations, we render
the mask of the mesh using known intrinsic camera parameters and compare
against the Mask R-CNN [14] detected mask. We then perform a location
search on a 3D grid to minimize the matching loss. Figure 3 shows a resultant
mesh sample.
We update the weights of both Mbw and Mfw to fit the extracted observation-
canonical point pairs to serve as initialization to the subsequent optimization.
Moreover, due to the infeasibility of building explicit correspondences be-
tween observation-space non-human samples and canonical-space non-human
samples, we simply suppress the density value on these free samples using
Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) loss without specifying the target location for
them. Overall, the loss for fitting the motion flow networks is defined as:
Lfitmo := |M
bw(xh, ti)− x′h|+ |M
fw(x′h, ti)− xh|+ BCE(Fσ(M
bw(xf , ti), li)),
where xh denotes observation-space human samples, x′h the corresponding canonical-space samples,
and xf free samples in observation spaces.
Further, we use the geometry of the canonical mesh to initialize the density branch Fσ of the canonical
NeRF. Departing from this initialization, the neural dynamic scene represented by the canonical
NeRF and the motion flow networks is subsequently optimized by the MSE photometric loss Lphoto
between the image rendered from the fixed viewpoint at each time step and the observation image.
3.2.2 Regularization
As the initialization derived from the estimated SMPL meshes apparently contains errors regarding
the geometry, location, and motion of the human (see Figure 3), the canonical NeRF and the motion
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flow need to be further optimized and corrected. We use two more strategies to guide the optimization
process.
Motion consensus regularization We apply a global all-to-all motion consensus regularization to
the update of the motion flow networks, which enforces bidirectional flows between two observation
spaces to achieve high consensus though the canonical space (see the loop formed by the blue solid
line and dash lines in Figure 2),
Lglobalmoco := |M
fw(Mbw(Mfw(Mbw(x, ti), tj), tj), ti)− x|,
where ti and tj are random samples of time steps. Additionally, we apply a local motion self-
consensus regularization, enforcing the motion flow to be invertible locally at each time step ti:
Llocalmoco := |M
fw(Mbw(x, ti), ti)− x|.
The total motion consensus regularization is thus defined as: Lmoco := Lglobalmoco + Llocalmoco. Note that
we only apply this motion consensus regularization on samplings of moving subjects, while imposing
no regularization on the dynamics of free space samplings. This is achieved by simply filtering out
free space samplings with a density threshold ε=0.01.
Coarse-to-fine flow regularization We further employ a coarse-to-fine annealing strategy, as
in [37], to gradually optimize the neural dynamic scene from modeling low-frequency details to high-
frequency details [50]. This regularization is carried out by gradually increasing the frequency bands
used in the positional encoding of 3D coordinates. The positional encoding for each of the three coor-
dinate values in x is then changed to: γ(x) = (x, ..., wf−1(α) sin(2f−1πx), wf−1(α) cos(2f−1πx)),
where f is the maximum number of frequency bands, wk(α) = (1− cos(πclamp(α− k, 0, 1)))/2,
and α(n) = fn/N with n being the current optimization iteration and N the total iterations for the
coarse-to-fine optimization stage. Note that this coarse-to-fine regularization is only applied to the
positional encoding function of 3D locations γ(x), the positional encoding of time steps γ(t) uses
constant number of frequency bands during the optimization.
3.3 Implementation details
In our implementation, both the canonical NeRF and the motion consensus flow networks are
approximated by an 8-layer MLP network with hidden width 256, ReLU activation, and a skip
connection at the 4th layer. We use hierarchical volume sampling strategy [32], sampling 64 coarse
locations and 128 fine locations along the rays. We set the number of frequency bands f used in γ(t)
to 32, and the maximum number of frequency bands f used in γ(x) to 8. We use 8 dimensions for the
appearance latent codes, which are randomly initialized prior to the optimization.
Adaptive bounding volume. Evaluating 3D coordinates over the whole 3D space of the dynamic
scene requires the samples along the rays to be sufficiently dense for synthesizing high-quality
imagery, consequently leading to a time-consuming optimization process. Since the moving subjects
typically occupy a small portion of the large space, inspired by [26, 28], in each observation space,
we set an adaptive bounding volume for bounding the ray marching. Concretely, at each observation
space, we compute an axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) from the estimated mesh, and empirically
enlarge this AABB by an offset of 0.2 meters along XY dimension and 0.4 meters along Z dimension
to ensure it is sufficient to entirely cover the underlying human body. Then, we only evaluate samples
along the rays that are intersecting with the AABB, and bound the sampling to be within the AABB.
Initialization and optimization. To initialize the density branch Fσ of the canonical NeRF, we
render a set of multi-view images of the canonical SMPL mesh, and follow the optimization as in [32]
to obtain the weights of Fσ. Next, we initialize the motion flow networks Mbw and Mfw and the
color branch Fc of the canonical NeRF to overfit with the following loss, while freezing the density
branch Fσ: Linit := Lphoto + λLmoco + µLfitmo, where we use λ = 0.2, and µ = 10. Subsequently,
we unfreeze Fσ and jointly optimize all networks with the loss: Ljoint := Lphoto + λLmoco.
Typically, the entire optimization takes around one week on 8 2080 Ti GPUs. Rendering a novel
view image at resolution 512 x 512 takes roughly 30 seconds. Since it it ambiguous to model the
background from stationary monocular cameras, we simply set a background image with solid colors
(a virtual background image is also possible) for rendering novel views. More implementation details
can be found in the supplementary.
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Figure 4: Qualitative results on People-snapshot dataset. Odd rows show the input observation across
time from the stationary monocular view; even rows show the associated imagery synthesized from
a novel view across time. Note that the logos on clothing (see results in the middle of 6th row) are
recovered in the novel view, although unseen from the input view. Please use digital zoom.
4 Experiments
In this section, we describe the datasets and metrics for evaluating our method, and show both
qualitative and quantitative results of our method. We also present quantitative and qualitative
comparisons against several baseline methods, along with experiments conducted for evaluating
different aspects of our method.
Datasets We evaluate on three data sources that contain human performances of varying complexity:
(A) People-snapshot [1], which captures human performers that rotate while holding an A-pose in
front of a stationary camera. This dataset contains motions of rather low complexity, and does not
offer ground truth images from other angles. So we further evaluate on more challenging datasets,
where ground truth novel view images are available as well. (B) AIST [53], which is a shared database
containing dance videos. The videos are captured using multiple cameras (9 at most) surrounding a
dancer to simultaneously shoot from various directions. We use only the monocular video captured
from the lower front (i.e., the camera with ID C09 as described in the database) for modeling, and
use videos filmed from the rest positions as ground truth for evaluation. (C) ZJU-MoCap [38], which
is another human performance dataset created for evaluating dynamic human reconstruction from
multi-view videos. The humans perform arbitrary and complex motions, including twirling, arm
swings, punching, kicking and so forth, in a multi-camera system that has 21 synchronized cameras.
Again, we use only the monocular video captured at the camera with ID 01, and use the remaining
cameras for evaluation. We refer readers to the supplementary for more details of data processing.
Evaluation measures We evaluate novel view synthesis results using standard metrics: peak signal-
to-noise ratio (PSNR), and perceptual similarity through LPIPS [60]. Note that, since it is ambiguous
to infer the background in novel views given a stationary monocular camera only, we simply mask
out the background of ground truth images and crop an image patch (512 x 512) around the human
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Figure 5: Qualitative results on AIST (left: male pop, female pop, and female ballet dancer) and
ZJU-MoCap (right: Swing2, Warmup, and Swing1). Each three rows shows the input observation
across time (the row showing garyish background) and associated imagery from two novel views.
The first column visualizes the camera setup and the initial body orientation in the first frame.
center for computing the metrics. However, we found that these metrics are very unsuitable for our
task. So, to better evaluate our novel view synthesis results, we propose to calculate the plausibility of
the synthesized images, which is evaluated as the human detection accuracy in percentage produced
by Mask-RCNN. In addition, we further propose to measure the pose accuracy that is evaluated as
the commonly used object keypoints similarity (OKS) in the human pose detection field. Concretely,
we use the AlphaPose method to detect the human keypoints both in the ground truth image and the
synthesized novel view image, then canonicalize these two detected human poses by aligning their
mean centers, and finally compute the OKS as the pose accuracy for the novel view image.
MoCo-Flow Novel View Synthesis We present qualitative results of MoCo-Flow on synthesizing
novel views of dynamic humans given a stationary monocular video only. Figure 4 and Figure 5
show the visual results on the aforementioned datasets, wherein we render the imagery from unseen
viewpoints in the dynamic scene during the performance. We can see, in addition to reconstructing
highly plausible motions and human geometries with clothing in novel views, our method can also
recover fine details such as patterns on clothing, and hat brims in the novel view imagery.
Comparisons We present both qualitative and quantitative comparisons against several latest works,
namely D-NeRF [40], NSFF [23], and Neural Body (NB) [38], on the AIST dataset, where ground
truth novel views are available for evaluation. Although these methods can overfit the training
view, directly applying existing methods that are not dedicated for our stationary monocular setting
would simply lead to failure in synthesizing novel view. D-NeRF even outputs blank imagery. The
Table 1: Quantitative comparisons on AIST dataset. D-NeRF outputs blank imagery at novel views.
PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ Plausibility ↑ Pose accuracy ↑
D-NeRF NSFF NB MoCo-Flow D-NeRF NSFF NB MoCo-Flow D-NeRF NSFF NB MoCo-Flow D-NeRF NSFF NB MoCo-Flow
male pop 15.575 13.514 18.195 16.102 0.133 0.561 0.094 0.109 0.0% 6.0% 43.0% 96.0% 0.00 0.09 0.29 0.67
female pop 16.578 15.131 17.694 14.531 0.117 0.511 0.086 0.151 0.0% 2.0% 32.0% 94.3% 0.00 0.08 0.34 0.49
female ballet 16.912 17.890 17.880 17.265 0.123 0.104 0.104 0.100 0.0% 3.0% 36.0% 92.0% 0.00 0.02 0.13 0.50
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Novel view (GT) D-NeRF Neural Body NSFF MoCo-Flow
Figure 6: Side-by-side vi-
sual comparisons. D-NeRF
failed on the task and out-
puts blank imagery. Our
method has the best visual
quality and plausibility.
quantitative comparisons are presented in Table 1. We found that PSNR and LPIPS are not ideal
metrics for evaluation on our task, exhibiting irrational trend. We struggle to get higher PSNR
and LPIPS due to the mismatch of the physical factors of the reconstructed body and the ground
truth (which we shall discuss in the limitations), while the baselines easily get similar scores with
meaningless results (e.g., the D-NeRF even gets high scores with white images). Lastly, our method
dominates over the plausibility and pose accuracy score, outperforming the baselines by a significant
margin, as baselines completely failed to synthesize human imagery from novel views. We present
the visual comparisons in Figure 6, where our results have high plausibility and accurate poses, and
outperform baselines in consistence with the quantitative comparisons.
Ablation study We conduct experiments to compare against several variants of ours for
w/o moco w/o ada. Vol.
evaluating the contribution of each component. Although most variants
are still able to overfit the input observation, they inevitably land on un-
desired local minima and fail to produce high-quality novel view images.
More specifically, without the motion consensus regularization, the body
are significantly distorted as there is no "force" the pull them together.
Without the initialization, the optimization produces meaningless blank
novel view imagery. With the absence of the adaptive bounding volume,
we observe plenty of noisy floaters in novel views (see the inset figure).
5 Conclusion
We have presented a dynamic NeRF technique for synthesizing novel views of dynamic humans
from stationary monocular cameras. Without the observation from various viewpoints to constrain
the dynamics modeling, the problem is overly unconstrained and ambiguous. We address this
problem with a carefully designed optimization scheme, which disambiguates local minima early
at the initialization phase, and imposes a crucial regularization on the motion flow update to reach
a high degree of consensus across the observations. This regularization consequently prevents the
optimization from deviating too much from the initialization and landing on bad local minima.
Limitations and future work. There are, nevertheless, limitations to our method in its current form.
First, as with any monocular method, physical scale remains inherently ambiguous, thus, it is not
guaranteed that our method can model the human body with correct physical scale (e.g., we observed
that the modeled human has longer legs when the estimated mesh in VIBE output leans forward).
Generally speaking, our method inherits erroneous estimation of the human body (VIBE’s output in
our case), and cannot compensate large errors in pose, location, and geometry of the human body.
Moreover, the motion of self-occluded parts may not be correctly modeled, due to vanishing gradients
from the photometric reconstruction loss. Nevertheless, with the rapid advances in learning human
priors, we believe that the above issues will be alleviated by stronger priors.
Lastly, as we represent the dynamics using per-coordinate dense motion flows, evaluating and opti-
mizing the networks are computational intensive and time-consuming. In the future, we would like to
explore the possibility of leveraging a hybrid model that brings together the explicit parametric model
and neural-based implicit model, possibly using local implicits, to greatly reduce the optimization
space and computation time.
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A Appendix
A.1 Evaluation metrics
Effect of the misalignment on PSNR and LPIPS As aforementioned, physical scale remains
inherently ambiguous in our stationary monocular camera setting, and thus our method struggles
to obtain high PSNR and LPIPS scores due to the misalignment to the ground truth. Here we first
conduct experiments to investigate the influence of the misalignment on the PSNR and LPIPS metrics.
Concretely, we generate a set of images by translating the ground truth image by offsets (in pixel)
along random directions or rotating around the human center by degrees along random directions.
Table 2 shows quantitative results where the scores degrade dramatically while the visual content
remains correct but misalignment increases.
Table 2: PSNR and LPIPS scores degrade dramatically while the misalignment increases but the
visual content remains correct.
transaltion (px) 10 20 30 40 50 rotation (deg.) 5 10 15 20 25 30
PSNR 20.46 17.44 16.38 15.50 14.84 PSNR 21.07 18.23 16.96 16.25 15.74 15.33
LPIPS 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.13 LPIPS 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.12
A.2 Effect of the initialization errors
As discussed in the limitations, the misalignment occurs in our results as our method inherits erroneous
estimation of the human body, and cannot compensate large errors in pose, location, and geometry of
the human body. Moreover, we found that the VIBE tends to estimate human poses that are parallel
to the image projection plane, which implies that the pose estimation is more inaccurate when the
camera is not placed horizontally, thus the derived initialization leads to worse local minima (see




Figure 7: Left: with the camera C01 in AIST, which is horizontally placed, the pose of the VIBE
estimated mesh (in light gray color) is more accurate. But note that there is still a considerable
amount of translation error; right: with the camera C09, which has a upward view, the pose of the
VIBE estimated mesh has more rotation errors to the ground truth (in aterrimus).
in short) data to demonstrate the performance of our method with different camera viewpoint and
initialization (see Figure 8).
Novel view (GT) MoCo-Flow (trained on C01) MoCo-Flow (trained on C09)
Figure 8: Left: the ground truth view from the side; middle: training on AIST-C01 data produces
imagery with more accurate human poses but larger translation errors; right: training on AIST-C09
data leads to imagery wherein the human body leans more forward.
A.3 More results
AIST In Figure 9, we show more side-by-side visual comparison results.
Ablation study In Table 3, we present the quantitative results of the ablation study on the male pop
dancer data, showing the contribute of each component in our method.
Table 3: Ablation study on the male pop dancer data. Ours-w/o-init failed to synthesize meaningful
novel views, producing blank imagery.
w/o moco w/o init. w/o ada. vol. MoCo-Flow
Plausibility 65.9% 0% 72.6% 96.0%
Pose accuracy 0.60 0 0.57 0.67
A.4 Partial vs. complete capture.
To investigate the performance of our method under the situation wherein the camera does not fully
capture the full body, we simply cut out the forepart from the video of the male pop dancer to stop at
where the dancer is about to spin and show the back. We observed that, while
our method is still able to produce correct imagery from the front view of the
human body, it failed to infer and complete the imagery of the missing regions









Novel view (GT) D-NeRF Neural Body NSFF MoCo-Flow
Figure 9: More side-by-side visual comparisons on AIST.
A.5 Additional implementation details
Optimization details We optimize the networks using the Adam optimizer
with a learning rate linearly decayed by a factor of 0.9999 until the maximum
number of iterations is reached. We sample 384 rays on a randomly selected
image and sample 192 points (64 at the coarse level and 128 at the fine level) along each ray for
each iteration of the optimization. The initialization takes N1 iterations to converge, followed by N2
iterations for the coarse-to-fine joint optimization (i.e., linearly annealα from 0 to 8 over the iterations).
We further keep α at 8 forN3 iterations to fine-tune for more high-frequency details. More specifically,
we set (N1, N2, N3) = (200K, 1500K, 1000K), (N1, N2, N3) = (500K, 1500K, 1000K), and
(N1, N2, N3) = (800K, 2000K, 1500K) for People-snapshot, AIST, and ZJU-MoCap, respectively.
Test As discussed in the limitations, our method inherits the erroneous estimation of the human
body from the VIBE output. Typically, we found that, on AIST dataset, VIBE often estimates human
bodies with large pose and location errors. So, in order to synthesize more visually pleasing results
on AIST camera C09 data (AIST-C09, in short), we further introduce a post-processing to manually
adjust the orientation of the reconstructed dynamic scenes to be roughly upright. Note that the
misalignment to the GT would still exist even with this rough re-orientation post-processing.
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A.6 Datasets
We present more details of data processing: (A) People-snapshot: each video in this dataset lasts
around 10 seconds. We downsample each original video at 24 frames per-second (FPS) to obtain
a video at 12 FPS, resulting in around 115 frames in total for each video input. Since a static
background image is not available for each video captured in this dataset, we simply mask out the
background to be white using the provided foreground mask. (B) AIST: we clip out several video
clips from the original videos, each lasts around 6-10 seconds. We then downsample each original
clip at 60 FPS to obtain a video at 12 FPS, resulting in around 80-120 frames in total for each video
input. To obtain the static background image for each input video, we set the color at each location of
the background image to be the median value of this location across the whole video clip. To remove
the considerable amount of shadows contained in this dataset, we run Mask R-CNN detection to
obtain the human segmentation of each frame, which is then composited with the static background
image to obtain the final image. (C) ZJU-MoCap: each video in this dataset lasts around 10 seconds.
We downsample each original video at 24 frames per-second (FPS) to obtain a video at 12 FPS,
resulting in around 150 frames in total for each video input. The static background image is also
obtained via the background image extraction as is done in AIST.
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